The method developed in this paper is somewhat analogous to the first of these and will be found rather more rapid than the second.
As in the other comparison methods the detector may be much less sensitive than in the absolute methods, and it is therefore 
i?i=-p (cos a x +>sin a x ) (7) ix where the complex factors in the parentheses have been introduced to make the ratios themselves (#, and Rx) simple numbers instead of vector quantities. (The complex factor in each case merely turns the vector I p through the angle a, into coincidence with the secondary current.) It is to be noted that this assumes that the phase angle, a, is positive when the reversed secondary current leads the primary current.
From (6) and (7) we have Rx (cos <zs+j sin tt s ) _/g Ra (cos ai +> sin a x )~Ix
Of rationalizing^» |cos(a 9 -a»)+y sm(aa-«*)}=^ (9) Equating (5) and (9) and separating the real and imaginary terms, we get 
Ra Solving these equations simultaneously, we havê = {(i+a-&c-62)2+(_6_ at -o6)*} l/5 -i + fl-^.-6c (13) and tan(«**-<r,)=*6+a« (14) which are the formulas desired.
The deduction for the case when the slide C is to the left of B (Fig. 2) is similar to the above with slight differences in the second-order terms. In the case when the slider C is to the right of B (Fig. 2) 
